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THE AMERICAN MUSE 

JOSHUA FIT DE BATTLE OB JERICHO........................................Fela Sowanda (1905-1987) 

Sowanda was born in Nigeria where he studied music in Lagos (particularly Yoruba melodies  

and folk traditions). He later branched out into Western classical and jazz idioms performing  

widely in London on piano, organ and leading jazz bands. He went on to study organ from  

major figures in London and composed a unique body of organ music combining his native  

Yoruba roots with western jazz and classical idioms. He moved to the U.S., teaching at the  

University of Pittsburgh and Kent state University, passing away in 1987 in Ravenna, Ohio. 

“Joshua...” is the familiar spiritual set here with a sturdy beginning, then presenting the verse  

in a straightforward manner inviting the performer to improvise on it in a jazz-based fashion.  

The performer here will play the verse “straight” as indicated, then improvise more verses in  

SARABANDE (LAND OF REST) from Suite........................Gerald Near (b. 1942 in St. Paul) 

Gerald Near has carved out a career as organist, composer and conductor of a large number  

of works for organ, choirs, service music for church use. He is regarded as one of the major  

later 20th century musicians to do so. Sarabande is from his Suite(1966) and is based on  

the old American tune “Land of Rest.” A quiet, meditative piece using chromatic harmonies  

related to jazz, it will be preceded in song by Lucas Tomlinson,  

director of Liturgy and Music at STM. 



 

 

 

 

 

Alain, one of France’s most promising young composers, was killed in 1940 during the  

German invasion of France. In addition to organ works based on chant , Alain was fascinated  

with Asian music and integrated exotic musical elements along with Hindu texts in  

multiple works. His most famous organ work, Litanies, is fast, rhythmic, almost desperate,  

portraying an angst-possessed depiction of a litany repeated over and over with mounting intensity. 

Compline is the final office of the day sung in monastic communities. It is a quiet, beautiful  

liturgy alternating prayers, sung psalmody, chant and Latin hymns. Alain, a devout Catholic,  

frequently took short retreats at the Cistercian Abbey of Valloires, France, and captures the  

moving serenity of this evening office. Chant excerpts upon which the organ work is based  

will be sung by Lucas Tomlinson. 

THE FRENCH MUSE 

in honor of STM’s historic 1926 Casavant Freres organ, built in St. Hyacinth, Quebec 

Litanies..........................................................................................Jehan Alain(1911-1940) 

Postlude for the Office of Compline................................................................Jehan Alain 
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Litanies..........................................................................................Jehan Alain(1911-1940) 

Noel is a short depiction in the style of classic French noels. Tu Es Petra is Mulet’s  

musical metaphor for the church eternal after Christ’s admonition to Peter,  

“Thou art the Rock Upon Which I Will Build My Church and All the Powers of  

Darkness Shall Not Prevail Against It.” In WWI, German cannon fire outside Paris sent  

shells crashing down on the Monmartre district; a shell pierced Sacre-C0eur’s dome  

but landed without exploding on the nave floor. The work, a toccata, begins darkly  

and builds to a tremendous and triumphant conclusion. 

NOEL, TU ES PETRA........................................................................Henri Mulet(1878-1967) 

Mulet was an exceptionally talented musician whose abilities at improvisation were widely  

admired by his colleagues and the public. He was organist at different times in major  

Parisian churches and taught at the Ecole Niedermeyer, also in Paris. In the 1930’s he  

abruptly left Paris for a small city where he and his wife remained in partial seclusion  

the rest of his life. His best known work is “Esquisses Byzantine” or Byzantine Sketches  

in honor of the great Basilica of Sacre- Coeur in Paris. The work is a series of portrayals  

of the Basilica’s architecture, windows and liturgies. 



 

Dr. K.R. Kasling is professor of organ and liturgical music at CSB/SJU. He holds de-
grees from SUNY, Potsdam, NY, Indiana University and the University of Michigan. He 
also studied privately with Raymond Daveluy at St. Joseph’s Oratory in Montreal, Que-
bec. Kasling received a Fulbright Fellowship and studied with Anton Heiller for two 
years in Vienna, Austria. He later studied with Harald Vogel while teaching at the Uni-
versity of Salzburg. Kasling has performed widely throughout the U.S. and Canada as 
well as undertaking several European tours with critical acclaim. He is the published 
author of many articles and reviews, has appeared multiple times on MPR’s Pipedreams 
and made a number of recordings. 

Artist Bio 

The 3-manual,  39-rank instrument was built in 1926 by the reputable company, 

Casavant Freres. The builders are based out of Ste. Hyacinthe, Quebec, CA, a few 

miles from Montreal. When it was installed Claver Casavant was the tonal director  

giving the instrument its French and European qualities. There is hope to undergo a 

major restoration of the instrument with Casavant by 2025.  

Organ Bio 


